[Surgical therapy options in obstructive sleep apnoe and snoring].
The prevalence of mild obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) in adults is 20 %, of moderate to severe OSA about 6-7 %. The current gold standard for the treatment of moderate to severe OSA is the continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy. It is the most effective treatment modality, if there is good compliance and therapy adherence. Poor adherence still remains a problem for OSA treatment. In contrast to CPAP therapy, surgical therapy offers 100 % therapy adherence. Various surgical procedures are available for the treatment of primary snoring and mild to moderate OSA.Surgical therapy requires adequate preoperative diagnostics including a good clinical basic ENT examination after detailed sleep medicine anamnesis. Additionally, the drug-induced sleep endoscopy to determine collapse location, collapse pattern and degree of collapse could be performed. According to Sher et al, the surgical success of a therapy in OSA is defined as a reduction of the apnea-hypopnea-index (AHI) by at least half and below a value of 20/h. In contrast, successful CPAP therapy is defined with an AHI below < 5/h but the acceptance, adherence and compliance to CPAP therapy should be always considered too.In severe OSA, surgical approaches should only be performed to optimize ventilation therapy or in cases of intolerance or lack of adherence.